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THE STATE OF TEXAS  § 

 
COUNTY OF CAMERON  § 

 
BE IT REMEMBERED on the 23rd day of March 2004, there was conducted a 

REGULAR Meeting of the Honorable Commissioners’ Court of Cameron County, Texas, 
at the Courthouse thereof, in the City of Brownsville, Texas, for the purpose of transacting 
any and all business that may lawfully be brought before the same. 
 
THE COURT MET AT:    PRESENT: 
 
9:30 A.M.      GILBERTO HINOJOSA_____        __                    

COUNTY JUDGE 
 

PEDRO “PETE” BENAVIDES____  _                  
COMMISSIONER PRECINCT NO. 1  

 
_   _____________  _ 
COMMISSIONER PRECINCT NO. 2 

 
DAVID A. GARZA______________   _  
COMMISSIONER, PRECINCT NO. 3 

 
EDNA TAMAYO  ______  __ 
COMMISSIONER, PRECINCT NO. 4 

 
JOE G. RIVERA            _____        ___ 
COUNTY CLERK 

 
Mary Robles                     Deputy Clerk  

 
ABSENT: 
 
JOHN WOOD_____________________ 
 

 
 

 

The meeting was called to order by Judge Hinojosa at 9:32 A.M. He then asked Reverend Bob Clark, 

Brownsville resident, for the invocation, and he led the Court and the audience in reciting the Pledge of Allegiance. 

The Court considered the following matters as posted and filed for Record in the Office of the County 

Clerk on March 19, 2004, at 3:46 P.M.: 
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Judge Hinojosa reported that the meeting in Washington, DC, concerning the realignment of the intercostal 

canal had been very productive, and that meetings were held with the Offices of Senator Kay Bailey Hutchinson and 

Senator John Cornyn, both being very responsive to Cameron County’s request.  He added that Senator Cornyn’s 

Office expressed support towards efforts to eliminate adverse impacts to our community from any U.S. Visit 

Program and the Canadian/Mexican disparity on the 72 hour visitor regulation.  Judge Hinojosa stated that 

Congressman Ortiz and the Governor’s Office continue to be helpful on the matter, and that the Core of Engineers 

was very involved to see that the project moves forward. 

Judge Hinojosa reported that the County was moving forward on issues relating to the Jail System. 

Commissioner Tamayo reported that Commissioner Garza and she attended the ribbon cutting ceremony 

for the NAFTA Cargo Port at the Harlingen Airport. 

Commissioners Garza and Benavides wished Commissioner Tamayo a Happy Birthday. 

Judge Hinojosa commended the Elections Department for their great job during the recount. 

______________________ 

(1) PUBLIC COMMENTS 
 

Mr. Ron Lozano, County resident, commented that a commemorative mass had been held for Private Anguiano.  He 

expressed concern with fifty three votes not being counted and with nineteen votes at issue.  Mr. Lozano added that over 

sixty ballots were filled in by Election Officials, yet none were inspected for marks beneath the ovals although permitted by 

the code.  He stated that a different result was obtained in Florida once all votes were counted and requested that the Court 

considers counting said votes. 

The Forms are as follows: 
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____________________________ 

PRESENTATION 
 
(2) PRESENTATION BY MS. LOURDES RAMIREZ, 

CAMERON COUNTY CHILD WELFARE BOARD, 
REGARDING CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION MONTH 

 
Mrs. Janet Magee, Cameron County Child Welfare Board, requested authorization to release 300 

butterflies, each representing a child in foster care, at the steps of the Courthouse, and invited the Court to attend. 

Judge Hinojosa expressed support, and noted the need to ensure that children receive the love and attention 

they deserve in order to become productive adults. 

Upon motion by Commissioner Tamayo, seconded by Commissioner Garza and carried unanimously, the 

Presentation by Ms. Lourdes Ramirez, Cameron County Child Welfare Board, regarding Child Abuse Prevention 

Month was acknowledged.    

_____________________________ 
 

(3) PRESENTATION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF 
THE QUARTERLY REPORT, FOR THE QUARTER 
ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2003, ON INVESTMENTS OF 
COUNTY FUNDS.  THIS REPORT IS IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH PROVISIONS OF GOV. CODE 
2256 – THE PUBLIC FUNDS INVESTMENT ACT 

 
Mr. Eddie Gonzalez, County Treasurer, reported that quarter ending December increased from 2.97 to 2.98 

when compared to the previous quarter, excluding monies collected by the County Clerk, District Clerk, and Tax 

Assessor Collector which were still paid at 2.75.   

Commissioner Benavides moved that the Quarterly Report, for the quarter ending December 31, 2003, on 

investments of County Funds, this report is in accordance with provisions of Government Code 2256 – the Public 

Funds Investment Act, be acknowledged 

The motion was seconded by Commissioner Tamayo and carried unanimously. 

The Report is as follows: 
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____________________________ 

(4) PRESENTATION BY MRS. YVETTE SALINAS, 
HEALTH DEPARTMENT ADMINISTRATOR, 
REGARDING THE VALLEY HEALTH SERVICES 
DISTRICT OPERATING PLAN   

 
Mrs. Yvette Salinas, Health Department Administrator, informed that the Valley Health Service District 

(VHSD) Operating plan had many variables and was subject to future decisions by the Board.  She explained that 

the VHSD’s Board would determine services to be provided, co-payments, and the organizational structure.  Mrs. 

Salinas stated that the operational plan would allow the Texas Department of Health (TDH) an opportunity to review 

resources available in Cameron County to determine if construction of the $8 million building should continue, and 

that TDH would proceed upon approval of the project or otherwise the South Texas Health Care System would most 

likely close and 75% of the 55,000.00 patient services provided must to be picked up by Cameron County.  

Commissioner Garza asked if the operating plan was voted and approved by the VHSD Board. 

Mrs. Salinas responded that the operating plan was approved by the Board subject to changes, and 

informed that March 31, 2004 was the deadline to submit the Draft Operating Plan to TDH. 

Judge Hinojosa stated that the TDH was very involved in preparing the operating plan. 

Mrs. Salinas explained that minor changes were done to the plan and highlighted the same.  She stated that 

TDH requested information regarding the number of indigents being served.  She indicated that Option A includes 

approximately 80 of 125 employees to be employed and funded through VHSD and about 8 employees to be funded 

through TDH grants in order to continue provision of services at a comfort level. 

Judge Hinojosa stated that the decrease in staff was of concern to the City of Harlingen.  

Commissioner Garza noted that each option had a significant deficit and questioned the funding source 

being considered to make up the difference.  

Mrs. Salinas responded that there was a possibility that funding from TDH, in the amount of $3 million, 

could be provided.  

Commissioner Garza expressed opposition towards a plan with a $1.5 deficit. 

Mrs. Salinas stated that the operating plan would be submitted by VHSD but would most likely need 

support from the Court. 

Commissioner Tamayo moved that the Presentation by Mrs. Yvette Salinas, Health Department 

Administrator, regarding the Valley Health Service District Operating Plan be acknowledged.  

The motion was seconded by Commissioner Benavides. 

Commissioner Garza noted that the $8 million facility to be built would belong to the State of Texas rather 
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than Cameron County. 

Judge Hinojosa stated that the building would be owned by State until bonds were paid, and noted the need 

to have a guarantee from State regarding the use of the facility since the County was making a big investment.  He 

suggested that it made more sense for the facility to be located on the FM 511 property. 

Upon motion duly made by Commissioner Tamayo, seconded by Commissioner Benavides and carried 

unanimously, the Presentation by Mrs. Yvette Salinas, Health Department Administrator, regarding the Valley 

Health Service District Operating Plan was acknowledged.  

The Plan is as follows: 
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             __________________________ 

ACTION ITEMS 
 
(5) BUDGET AMENDMENTS, LINE ITEM TRANSFERS 

AND/OR SALARY SCHEDULES 
 

Mr. Xavier Villarreal, Budget Officer – “…and that is the declaration of an emergency as far as to transfer 

these funds from one department to another of one line item to another.  I know there was another issue that the DA 

had in reference to the lapsed salaries, but I’d like to file it this way and ask the Court to declare an emergency in 

order to move these funds.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Well it certainly is an emergency and so what would the motion be?” 

Mr. Villarreal – “I guess to read the caption into the minutes.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Okay.” 

Mr. Francisco Martinez, District Attorney’s Office – “If I may speak?” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Well let’s hear this.  Why don’t you have a seat and when we are ready for you I’ll call 

on you to speak?” 

Mr. Villarreal – “On this 23rd day of March, 2004, at a Regular Session of the Commissioner Court the 

following members being present: Hon. Gilbert Hinojosa, County Judge, Pedro Benavides, Commissioner Precinct 

No. 1, well John Wood isn’t here today, David A. Garza, Commissioner Precinct No. 3, Edna Tamayo, 

Commissioner Precinct No. 4, and Joe G. Rivera, County Clerk.  The following proceedings were had to wit:   

THAT WHEREAS, therefore, on September 16th, 2003, the Court heard and approved a budget for the year 

2003/2004 for Cameron County; and Whereas, an expenditure is necessary due to an emergency grade of necessity 

and to meet unusual and unforeseen conditions which could not be reasonable diligence, thought and attention have 

been included in the original budget for fiscal year 2003/2004.  Now, therefore, be it resolved, upon motion duly 

made, seconded and carried by the following vote.  The following amendment to said budget is hereby authorized.” 

 Judge Hinojosa – “So the motion would include this in order for us to implement the budgetary 

amendments that we have?” 

 Mr. Villarreal – “Correct.  This includes the transferring of lapsed salaries.  And last week you approved to 

move travel monies.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Okay.  Alright, does anybody want to make a motion to approve the Resolution 

recommended by the Budget Officer?” 

Commissioner Benavides – “So move.” 

Commissioner Tamayo – “Second.” 
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Commissioner Garza – “I would like to ask a question.  Is that in order?” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Okay. Yes sir, yes.” 

Commissioner Garza – “In regards to the declaration of an emergency I would like to be given the reason 

why the amounts that we’re looking at from…  Who’s in charge of our revenues is that Mark Yates?” 

Mr. Villarreal – “As far as the certification of revenue they’re done by the Auditor.” 

Commissioner Garza – “Right, he’s the one that certifies our revenues.  I have yet to hear from the Auditor 

in an agenda item at a Commissioners Court meeting any concerns aside from comments made such as are being 

made or in conjunction with what you speak of.  I think that before I can act on a matter such as this I would like to 

get something, an agenda item in paper that is registered as part of our process of going through meetings saying this 

is the kind of shortfall we can anticipate in this budget.  This is the number of dollars that we’re looking at.  This is 

what we can do, and then I would like to also be able to get, before I would vote on something like this, from you 

what is the total amount of dollars that we’re potentially looking at to making up and what the difference in the 

shortfall would be and whether or not you’re recommending that we go to our Fund Balance or not.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Well, let me.  If I can ask Counsel isn’t it appropriate for Mark to comment on the 

questions under the agenda item under the Resolution that has been made?” 

Mr. Doug Wright, Commissioners’ Court Legal Counsel – “Well the Commissioner has raised a point that 

you all have to declare an emergency and based on you have to find the conditions that set out in 111041 and that 

includes that first of all that something unusual has happen that you could not anticipate, and obviously that has 

occurred.  The U.S. Marshal’s Office pulling all the inmates out which are part of the funding that we relied on.  

That you couldn’t have reasonably anticipated, that I think that’s probably the case and it’s an unforeseen condition, 

unusual.  And there is great public necessity to come up with funding to amend the budget so as to fund 

governmental functions and not deprive any Elected or Appointed Official from sufficient funding to perform their 

constitutional duties.  That’s the one thing you need to try to balance out the moving of making a budget amendment 

or changes to the budget line items so that everybody is able to function and yet also cover all the cost that are 

coming in that are not funded at this point in time.  Now, yes I think you can ask the Auditor to give his support to 

make that decision.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “I think the Auditor has commented on the past.  But Mark you are here and you know 

what we are looking at and you can make, you can tell us.  I mean if we are not looking at a budget shortfall of what 

I thought was roughly two million dollars then we don’t need to do any of these stuff.  Hold on just a second Mr. 

Martinez.  Why don’t you have a seat?” 
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Mr. Martinez – “If I may?” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Well, no I think it is my prerogative on who to recognize and I’m not recognizing you at 

this time.” 

Mr. Martinez – “That’s fine.  But before you …” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Well if you could have a seat.” 

Mr. Martinez – “… (Inaudible) you need to know something.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Go ahead Mr. Yates.” 

Mr. Mark Yates, County Auditor – “In looking at the agenda and how it was read I had not notice that there 

was a declaration of emergency to be proposed before the Commissioners Court.  Now dealing with normal 

budgetary issues and transferring from one line item to an existing budget item to another that is anticipated with I 

guess either in item seven or item five.  But the formal declaration was not anticipated by me by what was published 

on the agenda.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Well but as I understand and it’s been told to me by Remi, but maybe I’m wrong, every 

time we used to make significant budget amendments in the past the budget item the item on the agenda was as it 

reads today and there was always a declaration of an emergency at that point.  So for some reason Xavier took that 

off at the beginning of the year.  But questions were raised as to whether that needed to be done and so this budget, 

this agenda item reads I believe the way it has always read at the time of a declaration of an emergency.  So the only 

issue with respect to what we are asking you to address is the question that was raised by Mr. Garza, which is in 

your opinion are we facing such a budget shortfall as a result of the withdrawal of the inmates from the Cameron 

County Jail System by the U.S. Marshal’s Offices such that we are facing an emergency.  Well in terms of a 

financial situation.” 

Mr. Yates – “In terms of a financial situation; our county fund balance from 1994 to the present has run 

from 20% to roughly below 10% of our annual budget, although the fund balance has ranged anywhere from 5.2 

General Fund to 3.9%, balancing between the years in that range.  Well along the lines we’ve increased our budget 

in General Fund from 30 million to 50 million over the course of seven or eight years.  And since fund balance is 

remaining static will lead to itself being a smaller cushion of your reserves even though fund balance is remaining.  

Now having a use of expenditures over revenues in the amount of two million dollars has a potential for taking 

about fifty percent of your reserves unless appropriations are reduced to reflect the inflows of revenues.  Over the 

past few weeks I’ve queried my fellow auditors through our county list ‘has an auditor ever decertified significant 

portions of revenue.’  I’ve not gotten a response that shows that that has ever happened; however, the advice that 
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was given to me was to present that information before Commissioners Court.  Now before I presented that 

information, I wanted to make sure potentially what that number would be.  Now as you know that we have been 

looking to secure a higher rate for the per diem on housing federal inmates.  Right now we receive $30.00 a day or 

we had been.  We were looking to secure a rate of approximately $37.38 or $38.00 depending on what was applied.  

In my call to the local office here I was informed by local officials and not confirmed by those in Washington at this 

time is that our rate application for increase is on hold pending other issues.  Now keep in mind we were looking at 

increasing the rate effective October 1, the $7.00 or $8.00 per inmate per day would significantly change our 

revenue outlooks or what we have already earned.  Based on the knowledge that they are not, they the Marshal’s 

Office, are not looking to address our application until matters have been resolved.  Then based on the information 

given to me Friday I cannot increase or increase the revenue projection of the revenue that we have already earned.  

So based on what we have already earned at $30.00 a day for the total of inmates that we’ve already housed that’s 

what it is and there is no anticipation or knowledge of when a future date they would come back.  So is an 

emergency there?  Yes, but was it anticipated by me based on what was on the Agenda?  I had no knowledge that 

there is, and my discussion with the Budget Officer this morning did not even include or give hint of an emergency 

being declared.  Yes I think there is sufficient situation to declare an emergency.  I don’t believe there is notice.  But 

on the other hand we just have to look at other counties, and specifically one to the north that had repeatedly spent 

funds in excess of what they brought in to a point where they spent more than what they had in fund balance and 

created a deficit position, essentially creating an unlawful budget.  We’re not there, but we’re not short from that 

timeline.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Thank you Mark.” 

Commissioner Garza – “I have a question.  Go ahead.” 

 Commissioner Tamayo – “Well I have a comment.  That I truly hope that better communication is 

developed here, because I think if you all were talking to each other some of this wouldn’t have happen.  This 

discussion wouldn’t have even happened.” 

Mr. Villarreal – “Well this morning I actually spoke to Mr. Martinez after I spoke to Mark Yates prior to 

Commissioners Court and the way it’s posted, it is posted budget amendments, line item transfers and salary 

schedules.  Budget amendment by definition you’re declaring an emergency; a line item transfer you’re just 

transferring between lines.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “And it’s always done that way.” 

Mr. Wright – “But if I don’t have a problem with the notice provision here because as we’ve always done it 
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says ‘budget amendments, line item transfers and/or salary schedules.’  As I understand the problem that exists 

including last week the direction that this Court gave to the Budget Officer was to transfer from one line item to 

another line item.  Apparently what took place was one of the line items had a zero balance.  If you have a zero 

balance, it wasn’t a line item existing.  So that needs to be corrected.  I think that it’s simply a mistake that like a 

non pro tank order you can enter because it was your intention to transfer from one line item to another, which is 

appropriate without the declaration of an emergency.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “But if you declare an emergency?” 

Mr. Wight – “But if you declare an emergency then you could create a new fund.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Which is what we are doing now.” 

Commissioner Tamayo – “That’s what’s happening.” 

Mr. Wright – “And adequate notices to the public.  That’s what the agenda item states; it says budget 

amendment.  So you can declare an emergency to do the budget amendment if you desire.  You simply have to do 

that and you have to file it with the County Clerk.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Okay.  I’m sorry.  Mr. Martinez was anxious to speak so you can speak now.  Sorry to 

cut you off but I want to make sure that there’s not… there’s a progression to this, okay.” 

Mr. Martinez – “I’m Francisco Martinez with the Cameron County and District Attorney, and one of the 

things I spoke to Mr. Wright and Mr. Villarreal this morning about was those issues that concerned us because last 

week there was a transfer on the travel items from various line items from different Departments to the General 

Administration Fund which had a zero balance, and under the Statutes, that’s a problem unless this Court declares an 

emergency.  And what I wanted to speak about was to strongly urge you to do that declaration.  I don’t believe you 

can do it now because of two things: one) it is a notice issue and I disagree with Mr. Wright.  In order to do that you 

have to give notice to the public that this is what you’re doing because you’re not transferring from one budgeted 

item to another budgeted item you’re transferring from various departments’ budgeted items to a different fund, and 

that needs to be.  In order for that to happen this Commissioners Court needs to declare an emergency.  Merely 

restating what the Statute says is not sufficient that there is an emergency and so on and so forth.  The 

Commissioners Court has to provide the language specifically as to what the emergency is.  Obviously Mr. Yates 

can do that but he is not going to be able to do it right at this point.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Well I thought he did.” 

Mr. Martinez – “Well there hasn’t been no declaration of emergency because you haven’t; it hasn’t been 

specified by Commissioners Court or to Commissioners Court.  I think you need to regroup.  You know the 
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suggestion would be to regroup, table this matter for the next time, make the declaration of emergency of what the 

emergency is otherwise you may have a problem again.  So that needs to be considered.” 

Commissioner Garza – “And Judge I had not spoken with Mr. Martinez.  My only concern was that, I 

probably should apologize to the Court because two weeks ago two of us left early and really I didn’t know what the 

follow-up action was that day.  I know Pete and I left after Executive Session.  But the fact that I didn’t even, as a 

Commissioner, didn’t have an opportunity, have not been told officially on an agenda by anyone of our county 

officials, except for comments from the podium or comments from here that there is an emergency or an emergency 

impending to this county.  I think if that is the case we should have an agenda item on our agenda so that we could 

act on it vote on it and then proceed in doing anything we can to make sure that we act in fiscally correct ways to try 

to address the shortfall.  But I remember very distinctly, and you made the comments Judge, let the feds take the 

prisoners and it will save us money.  Well evidently those prisoners being gone have not saved us money because 

we’re in a budget shortfall now, you know.  If we don’t have those prisoners in jail we aught somehow be making 

up those funds from what was being generated or not generated by not having them there.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Well except that…  Go ahead I’m sorry.” 

Commissioner Tamayo – “I have understood all along that we do have a shortfall.  In my conversations 

with Xavier and I mean we had to do a hiring freeze.  I was under the impression all along.  Now right now what 

Mark stated verbally and perhaps I’m hearing something that other people aren’t, but as Mark came up here and 

spoke I got the message that there is an emergency?” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Yeah.” 

Mr. Martinez – “If I may.  There’s a second part to this and the second part I’m sure Mr. Wright has 

discussed this with you.  We had not had an opportunity to do so because we have not been consulted; our Office 

had not been consulted.  But you’re also dealing with the sphere of authority.  What is called the sphere of authority 

of the Elected Officials and if another Elected Official.” 

Commissioner Garza – “Did you say sphere or fear?” 

Mr. Martinez – “Sphere.  I’m sorry.  It’s called the sphere of authority and this is well settled off.  There’s a 

sphere of authority over the Elected Officials; if another official interferes with that sphere of authority then that can 

cause a problem.  Part of that is the constitutional and statutory requirement that each Elected Official has to conduct 

in their business and I know you’re aware of that.  And again Mr. Wright has probably discussed this with you.  But 

you need to consider those issues because as I understand it when these transfers were made out of those particular 

budgets there was no consultation and no notification to the Elected Officials.  I think it would be who’ve the 
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Commissioners Court to have somebody make contact with the Elected Officials to let them know what’s going on 

and have them advise and help the Commissioners in this problem.  We understand this is a major problem and we 

understand that.  And again our position was to strongly urge you to find to make a declaration of emergency, but it 

needs to be properly done, it needs to be based on the statutory requirements, and you want to cross your t’s and dot 

your i’s so there will not be a problem.  If you need to do that then you need to do that.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Okay, thank you.” 

Commissioner Benavides – “Judge, can I suggest…  I see that there is a lot of…” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Hold on before you do that let me.  You want to have a seat and let me.” 

Mr. Martinez – “Well again specifically for our Office taking money from travel items, from lapsed salaries 

reduces the budget of the Office and under the Statutes the District Attorney this Commissioners Court is required to 

provide all the sufficient accoutrements for the Office, that is travel, salaries and everything else in order for the 

Office to run according to the way it’s supposed to be run.  If that doesn’t happen then you are interfering with the 

sphere of authority of the Office, and that needs to be considered.  We don’t want to create a problem.  We know the 

problem is already there as existing, but I think stepping back and informing the Elected Officials and working along 

with them, and I think that’s what Commissioner Tamayo spoke to, just more communication would be extremely 

helpful in handling this particular matter.   Thank you.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Alright, thank you.  Let me just say a couple of things before you jump in here because I 

think there is some information that is not entirely accurate.  One of which is, and I want to repeat this, prior to 

January 1 every time we did a budget amendment there was a declaration of an emergency.  For some reason Xavier 

decided he didn’t need to do that anymore because he was doing budget transfers from budget transfers.  But we’ve 

always done it this way.  So there’s nothing new.  Our attorney is telling us today that the agenda item provides 

proper notice under Texas law there is a disagreement between him and Mr. Martinez but this is a gentleman who 

we turn to give us advise as to whether or not we are doing things properly within this Commissioners Court in these 

meetings first of all.  So I don’t think that there’s any question that the agenda item is proper.  That based upon State 

Law and based upon practice of this County’s Commissioners Court for the last nine years that I have been County 

Judge this is the way that we’ve always done it.  For the past three years that you’ve been on the County, 

Commissioner Garza, that’s the way we’ve done.  For the past seven years that you’ve been a Commissioner 

(Commissioner Benavides) that’s the way we’ve always done it.  We’re not doing anything different today than 

what we’ve always have done first most.  Secondly whether there is an emergency is absurd.  There is an 

emergency.  Mark has made that clear.  When you’re facing a $2 million shortfall and as a result of something that 
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was absolutely unforeseen by this Commissioners Court that is clearly an emergency.  The financial stability of the 

operation of this County is critical to the citizens of this County.  When that financial stability is in jeopardy it 

becomes an emergency.  We are facing a serious problem today.  Mark told you that if we have to spend $2 million 

from the Fund Balance to make up this shortfall that’s gonna cut into half of our Fund Balance.  Our Fund Balance 

is designed to do two things: it’s designed one to ensure that in a case an emergency such as a hurricane or things 

like that that we have something to go to to be able to fund the operations of this county, and secondly it gives the 

people who loan us money an idea of how strong we are financially.  If we are looking at a shortfall of this nature 

that is being drawn from Fund Balance and putting our Fund Balance at the lowest we can put it in the bond markets 

are not going to be giving us the ideal rates that we’ve received.  We have an A bond rating in Cameron County.  

We have had an A bond rating in Cameron County since the day I took office.  It has gone up in bond rating.  If you 

dip into that bond rating and cut it in half it’s not gonna be an A bond rating any longer and the amount of money 

that we spend to borrow money is gonna go up significantly in the future.  And we’re always needing to borrow 

money for a lot of the infrastructure projects that we engaged in.  So there is no question that this is an emergency.  

We are not saying that we are going to cut peoples’ budgets and not give them the money that they need to operate 

their department.  What we’re saying is that we’re making across the board cuts on all departments and if you have a 

situation where you need to come to us because you need that position to be able to operate your department; we’re 

not saying that you can’t come to us and make that request.  We’ve never said that and in fact we specifically said 

that you could.  We specifically said that you could do that; we specifically allowed that option to be available for 

any department, including the District Attorney’s Office.  And so if there is a trip that you need to take that 

absolutely is necessary for you to be able to operate your department, District Attorney’s Office, you can always 

come to us and say this is one where we feel you need to fund.  And I don’t believe that where we have been faced 

with those kinds of situations we have been unreasonable and I don’t think that anybody can accuse us of being that 

way.  So I think that everything in terms of concerns that are out there are being addressed.  We’re facing a situation 

that is critical.  We need to act.  We need to act decisively and time is of the essence.  This time about regrouping; 

there isn’t enough time to regroup folks.  You know we’ve got to move forward and get a handle on this thing.  

That’s why Marcelino has been working day and night at that facility, you know.  He’s thinking about coming in on 

weekends to get it into shape so we can get either the Marshal’s Office in there the way I believe we can or do 

something else with those facilities to try to resolve this issue.  I mean you know, everybody’s rolled up their sleeves 

and is working at solving a problem that we did not create.  And so I think that the agenda item as it reads today is 

appropriate and we need to move forward.  That I understand there is concerns; that we’ve looked to our attorney; 
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our attorney has advised us accordingly.  And I think we need to go forward.  Hold on just a second… I think 

Commissioner Tamayo.” 

Commissioner Tamayo – “Well the one thing that disturbs me.  I’ve been disturb about the fact that I knew 

we had a shortfall.  But what disturbs me this morning is the fact that even though there’s been a lot of work in unity 

in certain areas I’m picking up on the fact, and I’m not here, I’m not in your offices so I don’t know how you do 

business, but I’m getting a feeling that there’s not enough communication.  I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again 

among some of the players here, and I think that is a component, Judge that might be missing.” 

Mr. Wright – “That’s a very good point, Commissioner.  And this is consistent with some conduct that has 

gone on in the past.  I was told on Friday that the Budget Director was contacted by the DA’s Office and some of the 

questions were raised.  I attempted to talk to someone and in fact was not able to until this morning shortly after 

eight o’clock.  At that time I asked for any support they had for their position and I was refused.  I disagree with 

counsel’s representation to you.  I think that without any question Statute requires that you declare an emergency if 

you’re gonna do a budget amendment, it’s very clear.  So when you give notice to the public that there is possibly 

going to be budget amendments you cannot perform that function without declaring an emergency.  Now, that aside, 

I’ve said all along and I’ve discussed with you privately and in open meeting that when you start affecting Elected 

Officials’ budgets it’s better to bring them in and have their suggestions.  And without any question it is better to do 

that.  But the catch twenty two that this Court is in is you’ve got to make decisions and you’ve got to make them 

quickly, and we’ve all known through the papers and through communications in this Court that there’s a problem 

with our budget.  Now at this late hour for someone to come in and challenge based on that and say no you’re not 

dotting your i’s and crossing your t’s a little bit of help could’ve been used from some of these people that are 

raising these issues long before now.  So I think you do have discretion to make this.  I think that the legislation has 

given this Court a great deal of discretion in an emergency situation such as we have.  And if you choose to do it at 

this time you’d probably be supported by the Courts in doing so.  Also last week when you made your decision to 

transfer between fund items, I don’t have any question because I was thinking in the same terms.  I was sitting right 

here and I listened to what you said and it was your intent to transfer from one line item to another line item.  Now 

the fact that your budget director placed it an item that was zero balance I guess that would come down to a question 

of fact with the Court whether he made a mistake or you through inadvertence and mistake allowed him to go to…  

What was it budget, General Administration?  But it was your intent to simply transfer between line items and I 

don’t think anybody that’s standing here is telling you that you can’t do that as long as you keep that money in the 

budget as long as you do it in order to make your budget work that’s permissible without declaring an emergency.  
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The only reason you’re declaring an emergency today is because I suppose your budget administrator is still 

suggesting that you transfer it to that zero balance which would be creating a new fund.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “and I think that’s…  I mean we need to be able to give him the discretion to be able to 

handle this budget crisis as he deems fit.  I think that’s important.  And you know I want to comment, you know, 

we’ve done this multiply fifty by nine times and we’ve done that that many times and your department never Mr. 

Martinez, not one single time has ever raised one single question as to whether this agenda item was prepared 

correctly or not.  Not one single time, until the time that we’re facing a serious emergency do you come forward and 

complain about money being pulled out of your travel allowance in order for, your travel budget, in order for us to 

deal with a serious budget crisis and that really disappoints me.  You’ve never stood up here.  Not one single time.  

Every single time whether it was Mark when he was handling the budget or Mr. Villarreal was handling the budget 

when he put this budget amendment and he did exactly what he is doing today to do budget amendments did you 

ever once complain that we did this until today when we are facing a serious crisis in the budget.” 

Mr. Wright – “Well as a matter of fundamental fairness you all are being asked to make some very difficult 

decisions.  Hard decisions because a lot of the problem is that you’re cutting budgets from Elected Officials that had 

nothing to do with this shortfall and I’ve heard everyone of you express the regret in having to do that hard 

decisions.  And then for this kind of a situation to confront and I don’t know some of you have a memory with 

regard to other issues where you were told that you could not do something, absolutely, it was against the law and it 

was the same department that did that.  And you found out later that that was not the case, you know.” 

Mr. Martinez – “And you found out later that it was the case.  When you change the budget the Statute is 

very clear.  It’s 111041 of the Local Government Code states ‘the Commissioners Court….” 

Judge Hinojosa – “We’ve already…  Excuse me Mr. Martinez, we’ve already heard from our Counsel and I 

think that’s enough.  I’d like to go forward in voting on the agenda item.” 

Mr. Martinez – “But if I may…” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Thank you, if you.” 

Commissioner Tamayo – “I have two points I’d like to make.  First of all I am disappointed that we didn’t 

pull in the different representatives, Elected Officials or representatives from their office.  We should’ve done that.   

It wouldn’t change anything; we’d still have a crisis, we have an emergency.  But I that, I think things would’ve 

gone better if we’d done that.  So that’s in our rush to get things done that wasn’t done and I think that’s a step that 

should’ve been taken.  The other disappointment that I have is that there’s not been better communication among all 

of you, Mark, Xavier, and you if you had problems and he couldn’t get a hold of you.  You know, we are grown ups 
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here…” 

Mr. Martinez – “And that’s correct…” 

Commissioner Tamayo – “…we should have a higher level of maturity.” 

Mr. Martinez – “First of all I was out last week and nobody contacted me.” 

Mr. Wright – “Well I was told by Xavier that Mrs. De Leon was gonna call me on Friday.  I haven’t heard 

from anyone.  In fact I initiated calls and I had to walk over to his office this morning to find him to ask him what is 

the support for your position.” 

Mr. Martinez – “… (Inaudible).” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Hold on...” 

 

Mr. Wright – “And when I asked that question he said ‘I can’t tell you yet.” 

Mr. Martinez – “And that’s not correct.  Cause we discussed this case.” 

Mr. Wright – “Yes he said he had to talk to this lady right down here before he could tell me anything.” 

Mr. Martinez – “That’s correct.” 

Mr. Wright – “Is that serving you well?” 

Commissioner Garza – “You know all I want to do is make a decision based on what’s right and what we 

need to do to move forward period.  My mere intent of the question...  You know I am concerned by the fact that at 

the very last minute I get thrown something at this Commissioners Court, which has been normal procedure, you 

know.  We don’t get a package that is complete when we get our packets.  We get changes given to us at the last 

minutes. You know, just give us the information on time.  Let us review it.  Give us an opportunity to make calls.  I 

called you on the issue, Xavier, unknowing to anything else except to the fact that there was doubt in my mind about 

the emergency issue.  Right?  That’s it.  I says how do we declare this, have we done this?  All I want to do is to be 

able to vote on the issue.  Resolve whatever problems we’ve had.  Move on with what we need to do in county 

business so that we can proceed period.  You know if Doug you’re telling me that with this new document that I just 

got, okay, I am legal in making a decision, I move that we approve this as presented.” 

Commissioner Benavides – “I’ll second that.” 

Commissioner Tamayo – “We had a motion already.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “There was a motion made.” 

Commissioner Tamayo – “There was already a motion and a second.” 

Mr. Wright – “I believe you can, but as what’s been pointed out I understand Mr. Yates’ concern.  But I 

think that he did tell you that there is an emergency and it wasn’t expected.” 
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Commissioner Tamayo – “He did.  He verbally told us.” 

Commissioner Garza – “If you’re telling me that …. (Inaudible).” 

Mr. Wright – “And if you make that finding you have to make that finding.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “There was already a motion and a second.  All those in favor signify by stating aye.” 

Commissioners Benavides, Garza, Tamayo, and Judge Hinojosa – “Aye.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “All those opposed?  Motion carries.” 

Commissioner Garza – “And if there’s anything of legal to do, Judge on any action that we’ve taken, please 

bring it forth to this Commissioners Court next week so that we can get it resolved, period.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Alright, thank you Commissioner.” 

Commissioner Tamayo – “Well but I wanted more than just lets make sure that it’s legal.  What I want is to 

make sure my expectation that there be better communication between departments.  I truly, I’m embarrassed, I’m 

truly embarrassed that this has happened.” 

Commissioner Garza – “This is normal procedure Edna.” 

Commissioner Tamayo – “Well I’m still embarrassed.  It may be able to get changed.” 

Mr. Villarreal – “Commissioner, with all due respect, I speak to the Auditor on a daily basis, Legal 

Counsel.  Since this situation has occurred I’ve been dealing with Legal and with the Auditor’s Office in reference 

to that and everything that I’ve brought forward to the Court has been based on prior decisions from the Court.  And 

the Elected Officials were not notified, the day after the Court implemented a hiring freeze and a travel freeze I sent 

and e-mail out to all Department Heads and Elected Officials notifying them of the Court’s decision, the amendment 

was not done until the following week.  So to say that no one was notified is inaccurate because they were notified.” 

Commissioner Tamayo – “No I think they are concerned, Xavier.  And you’re doing a good job Xavier, I 

don’t want to put all the blame on you that there’s lack of communication.  I’m not here.  I’m not in your offices.  

But you know I was a school teacher and right now I feel like putting all of you in a corner.  I really do.  And so my 

point Xavier, you did the e-mail yes, but I think the Elected Officials were talking about being brought to the table 

and given the respect of having input.  I really think that’s what they are talking about.”     

Commissioner Garza – “And I think that we had one Elected Official a meeting ago stand before us and say 

‘we are here to help.’  You know ‘some of us have signed some kind of letter, and you know what can we do?’  ‘We 

volunteered, we’re a committee what ever’, you know.” 

Mr. Villarreal – “And the lapsed salaries that are being taken and not from positions that have been frozen 

these are from monies that were budget for positions that were either vacant or that weren’t paying the maximum 
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that was there up to this point in time, up until last week.  So it’s not affecting anything that they can do in the future 

or keep them from hiring people if the Court approves that.  That money is still there and intact.  This was just 

lapsed money from up to this point in time.” 

Judge Hinojosa–“Okay. I’m glad you weren’t my teacher because I would’ve spent a lifetime in the 

corner.” 

Commissioner Tamayo – “I might have done more than put you in the corner.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “When you were a teacher, they could hit you, you know, in those days, you know, but 

not anymore.” 

Commissioner Garza – “He just revealed you age Edna.” 

Judge Hinojosa – “Yeah.” 

Commissioner Tamayo – “I’m proud on my age.” 

The documents are as follows: 
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(6) APPROVAL OF MINUTES FOR: 
(A) IN THE MATTER REGARDING FEBRUARY 

17, 2004- REGULAR MEETING (TABLED) 
(B) FEBRUARY 24, 2004-REGULAR MEETING 
(C) MARCH 2, 2004-REGULAR MEETING 

 
Upon motion by Commissioner Tamayo, seconded by Commissioner Garza and carried unanimously, the 

Minutes for the Regular Meetings held February 24, 2004, and March 2, 2004, were approved and the Minutes of 

the Regular Meeting held February 17, 2004 were TABLED. 

__________________________ 
 

(7) CONSIDERATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF 
POSSIBLE COST SAVING MEASURES AND BUDGET 
ADJUSTMENTS TO INCLUDE, BUT NOT LIMITED 
TO, THE ISSUANCE OF FUTURE PURCHASE 
ORDERS, CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE EMPLOYEE 
HEALTH FUND AND COUNTY VEHICLE USE 

 
Judge Hinojosa recommended that the contribution to the employee Health Fund be reduced to obtain 

savings of about $900,000.00.  He suggested that the county might be able to go back to the same contribution once 

the work was complete and the budget handled.  He explained that decreasing the contribution would decrease the 

anticipated $2.2 million deficit to $1.3 million, and that other angles were being reviewed to minimize the deficit. 

Mr. Mark Yates, County Auditor, informed that the Employees Benefit Fund had a cash balance, of about 

$4 million and required a $2.5 million for run out claims, equaling excess revenues of $1.7 million.  He explained 

that dependant care was subsidized from the $400.00 contribution per employee, and that decreasing the 

contribution from $400.00 to $240.00 would total $900,000.00 in savings.  Mr. Yates noted that the Insurance 

Committee strongly advised against decreasing the contribution because of rising cost in healthcare.   

Judge Hinojosa recommended that a Resolution reducing the contribution to the amount that would equal 

savings of $900,000.00 be passed with the understanding that if the shortfall was significantly less as a result of 

getting the federal inmates back that the savings be returned to the Health Benefit Fund or into Fund Balance.  He 

stated that he felt that if everything that was be done as needed that the County would be back where it should be 

and that the shortfall would not be what it was.  Judge Hinojosa requested that the County Auditor closely monitor 

the Employee Benefit Fund. 

Mr. Yates noted that obligations to employees and healthcare cost would be met.   

Mr. Xavier Villarreal, Budget Officer, recommended that the contributions from the Bridge System and the 

Park System be left at $400.00. 

Commissioner Garza noted that doing so would be unfair.  
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Judge Hinojosa instructed the Budget Officer to determine how to proceed with the Court’s intention. 

Commissioner Garza asked if monies already in the fund could not be used. 

Mr. Yates responded in the affirmative, and informed that the Annual Audit would be presented in a few 

weeks. 

Mr. Manuel Villarreal, Human Resources Department, clarified that the decrease in contribution would not 

impact employees’ benefits.   

Judge Hinojosa commented that the savings could provide a handle on the County’s current financial 

status, and that the Sheriff's and Building Maintenance Departments’ effort could allow for federal inmates to be 

returned.   

Commissioner Garza moved that the lowering of the contribution to $240.00 per month to the Employee 

Health Fund be approved, with the stipulation that this Commissioners Court be notified immediately by the County 

Auditor and/or Budget Officer if in anyway, shape, or form services to employees or their dependents were 

jeopardize and that in the event that the budget shortfall was not as great that any remaining funds be transferred into 

the Health Benefit Fund or Fund Balance.   

Mr. Yates stated that there was a remaining $1 million deficit to be addressed.  

 Judge Hinojosa clarified that other issues on the agenda item would be reviewed because total savings 

were unknown. 

Mr. Villarreal asked if all law enforcement positions must also be brought before the Court as a result of 

the hiring freeze recently imposed. 

Judge Hinojosa responded in the affirmative, and suggested that specific requests be discussed with Mr. 

Garza and Mr. Villarreal to determine the urgency of the matter, adding that the hiring freeze was not permanent 

reduction in staff.  

Mr. Doug Wright, Commissioners’ Court Legal Counsel, asked if the Court understood the issue 

concerning the hiring freeze, and Judge Hinojosa responded in the affirmative. 

Upon motion duly made by Commissioner Garza that the lowering of the contribution to $240.00 per 

month per employee to the Employee Health Fund be approved, with the stipulation that this Commissioners Court 

be notified immediately by the County Auditor and/or Budget Officer if in anyway, shape, or form services to 

employees or their dependents were jeopardize and that in the event that the budget shortfall was not as great that 

any remaining funds be transferred into the Health Benefit Fund or Fund Balance.   

The motion was seconded by Commissioner Tamayo and carried unanimously. 
__________________________ 
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(8) IN THE MATTER REGARDING DISCUSSION ON 

POTENTIAL USE OF LEVI’S STRAUSS BUILDING ON 
WILLIAMS ROAD IN SAN BENITO FOR CAMERON  
COUNTY DEPARTMENTS AND OFFICES (TABLED) 

 
Upon motion by Commissioner Tamayo, seconded by Commissioner Garza and carried unanimously, this 

Item was TABLED.   

__________________________ 
 

(9) CONSIDERATION AND AUTHORIZATION TO ISSUE 
A REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS (RFQ)FOR A 
RADIO SYSTEM CONSULTANT 

 
  Commissioner Benavides moved that the issuance of a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) for a Radio 

System Consultant be authorized at no cost to the County. 

  The motion was seconded by Commissioner Tamayo and carried unanimously. 

  The RFQ is as follows: 
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__________________________ 

(10) IN THE MATTER REGARDING CONSIDERATION 
AND APPROVAL OF CONTRACT BETWEEN THE 
CAMERON COUNTY AND THE UNIVERSITY OF 
TEXAS MEDICAL BRANCH AT GALVESTON (UTMB) 
FOR THE PROVISION OF JAIL INFIRMARY 
SERVICES (TABLED) 

 
Upon motion by Commissioner Benavides, seconded by Commissioner Tamayo and carried unanimously, 

this Item was TABLED.   

__________________________ 
 

(11) CONSIDERATION AND APPROVAL OF 
AGREEMENT REGARDING THE WEST RAIL 
PROJECT 

 
Mr. Remi Garza, County Assistant Administrator, clarified that an agreement was reached among the Cities 

of Brownsville and Harlingen, and the State of Tamaulipas, Mexico, regarding the location of the international 

bridge, consistent with public concerns presented in during Public Hearings.  

Upon motion by Commissioner Garza, seconded by Commissioner Tamayo and carried unanimously, the 

Agreement regarding the West Rail Project between Cameron County the Cities of Brownsville, Harlingen, and the 

State of Tamaulipas, Mexico, was approved. 

The Agreement is as follows: 
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__________________________ 
 

(12) CONSIDERATION AND APPROVAL FOR PAYMENT 
ON PURCHASE WITHOUT PURCHASE ORDER IN 
THE AMOUNT OF $1,495.00 TO CORNERSTONE 
DETENTION PRODUCTS 

 
(13) CONSIDERATION AND APPROVAL FOR PAYMENT 

ON PURCHASE WITHOUT PURCHASE ORDER IN 
THE AMOUNT OF $141.58 TO RDJ SPECIALTIES 

 
Captain Robert Lopez, Sheriff's Department, explained that the in expenses to Cornerstone Detention 

Products, in the amount of $1,495.00, was for emergency repairs to two exit doors that were not locking and for 

which warranty was expired, adding that the company did repairs and provided training to County personnel.  He 

stated that a staff member order lollipops to be distributed at schools during for the “Say no to Drugs Week” and that 

funding was available in Fund No. 90.      

Commissioner Benavides moved that the purchases without Purchase Orders in the amount of $1,495.00 to 

Cornerstone Detention Products and in the amount of $141.58 to RDJ Specialties be approved. 

The motion was seconded by Commissioner Tamayo and carried unanimously. 

__________________________ 

(14) CONSIDERATION AND ADOPTION OF A 
RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
OF CAMERON COUNTY, TEXAS DETERMINING ITS 
INTENT TO BORROW FOR CERTAIN CAPITAL 
EXPENDITURES 

 
Upon motion by Commissioner Benavides, seconded by Commissioner Tamayo and carried unanimously, 

the Resolution of the Board of Commissioners of Cameron County, Texas, determining its intent to borrow for 

certain capital expenditures was adopted. 

The Resolution is as follows: 
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__________________________ 
 

(15) CONSIDERATION AND APPROVAL OF THE EARLY 
VOTING POLLING LOCATIONS FOR THE 2004 
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY RUNOFF ELECTION TO 
BE HELD APRIL 13, 2004 

 
Commissioner Benavides expressed concern with voting locations not being available this time around.  

Mr. Roger Ortiz, Elections Administrator, explained that the Party was looking to consolidate some 

Precincts and that West Brownsville Methodist Church would not be available for early voting.   

Commissioner Garza asked if the problem to the entrance of the Judicial Building was fixed. 

Mr. Ortiz responded that repairs were done immediately. 

Commissioner Tamayo moved that the Early Voting Polling location for the Democratic Primary Runoff 

Election to be held April 13, 2004 be approved. 

The motion was seconded by Commissioner Garza and carried unanimously. 

The list is as follows:  
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__________________________ 

(16) CONSIDERATION AND POSSIBLE ACTION 
REGARDING THE SELECTION OF A PROVIDER OF 
DELINQUENT COURT COST COLLECTIONS AND 
SERVICES 

 
Mr. Xavier Villarreal, Budget Officer, reported the County Court at Law Judge, Daniel T. Robles, 

Committee Chairperson, was unable to attend.  He explained that five (5) companies responded to the request and 

made presentations to the Committee, whom was recommending Linebarger, Goggan, Blair, and Sampson based on 

individual evaluations.      

Commissioner Garza moved that the Law Firm of Linebarger, Goggan, Blair, and Sampson be selected, as 

recommended by the Committee. 

The motion was seconded by Commissioner Benavides. 

Judge Hinojosa questioned the reasons for the recommendation. 

Mr. Villarreal explained that the proposals were ranked based on qualifications, fee structure, collection 

procedures, and reporting.  He stated that the committee’s consensus was that Linebarger had the most experience in 

dealing with collection of court costs and fees, and that three out of the five companies had no experience in 

collecting court cost and fee/fines.  Mr. Villarreal stated that the top two were Linebarger, Goggan, Blair, and 

Sampson and Municipal Service Bureau, which was geared more towards municipal courts rather than 

County/District Courts.  He expressed his opinion to be that Linebarger, Goggan, Blair, and Sampson was more 

qualified to work for the County. 

Commissioner Garza asked if Linebarger would provide a separate Office to handle said collections and if 

a budget for anticipated collections was available. 

Mr. Villarreal responded that although Linebarger has an Office in Brownsville, he was unaware if a 

separate location would be provided, and explained that presenting projected amounts was difficult because total 

outstanding amounts were not provided. 

Note: Commissioner Tamayo stepped out at this time. 

Judge Hinojosa suggested that the vote be delayed until Commissioner Tamayo returns into the courtroom.  

__________________________ 
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(17) CONSIDERATION AND AUTHORIZATION TO 
TRANSFER CLERK SLOT NO. 2 FROM DPS 
SUPPORT TO JUSTICE OF THE PEACE PRECINCT 
NO. 1 

 
Judge Hinojosa stated that creation of new slots was not feasible due to current serious budget issues; 

however, there were concerns with the shortage of staff in Justice of the Peace Precinct No. 1.  He recommended 

that the vacant position in the Department of Public Safety Support (DPS) be temporarily transferred to the Justice 

of the Peace.   

Commissioner Garza asked if the Department of Public Safety had been contacted.  

Mr. Remi Garza, County Assistant Administrator, responded negatively. 

Note: Commissioner Tamayo returned into the courtroom at this time. 

Upon motion by Commissioner Garza, seconded by Commissioner Benavides and carried unanimously, the 

transfer of Clerk Slot No. 2 from Department of Public Safety (DPS) Support to Justice of the Peace Precinct No. 1 

was approved, pending agreement by DPS. 

__________________________ 
 

(18) CONSIDERATION AND POSSIBLE ACTION 
REGARDING THE SELECTION OF A PROVIDER OF 
DELINQUENT COURT COST COLLECTIONS AND 
SERVICES 

 
Commissioner Garza moved that the Committee’s recommendation to select Linebarger, Goggan, Blair, 

and Sampson be approved. 

The motion was seconded by Commissioner Benavides. 

Mrs. Aurora De La Garza, District Clerk, recommended Linebarger, Goggan, Blair, and Sampson based on 

their experience. 

Judge Hinojosa asked if the City of Brownsville had been consulted since Municipal Service Bureau does 

their collections. 

Mrs. De La Garza explained that unsuccessful contact attempts had been made. 

Upon motion duly made by Commissioner Garza, that the Committee’s recommendation to select 

Linebarger, Goggan, Blair, and Sampson be approved. 

The motion was seconded by Commissioner Benavides and carried as follows: 

AYE:  Commissioners Benavides, Garza, and Tamayo, 

NAY:  None, 

ABSTAIN: Judge Hinojosa 
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(19) CONSIDERATION AND AUTHORIZATION TO FILL 
TWO (2) AUTO/TAX CLERK VACANCIES IN THE 
CAMERON COUNTY TAX OFFICE 

 
Upon motion by Commissioner Benavides, seconded by Commissioner Tamayo and carried unanimously, 

the fillings of two (2) Auto/Tax Clerk vacancies in the Cameron County Tax Office were authorized. 

__________________________ 
 

(20) CONSIDERATION AND ACTION FOR THE 
APPOINTMENT OF MR. JAVIER REYNA DEPUTY 
CONSTABLES FOR PRECINCT NO. 6 IN 
COMPLIANCE WITH THE FINDING THAT IT IS 
NECESSARY TO APPOINT THE DEPUTY IN ORDER 
TO PROPERLY HANDLE THE BUSINESS OF THE 
CONSTABLE’S OFFICE THAT ORIGINATES IN THE 
CONSTABLE’S PRECINCT AND THAT THE 
APPOINTMENT IS VALID ONLY THROUGH THE 
END OF THE FISCAL YEAR IN WHICH THE 
APPOINTMENT IS MADE OR THE CURRENT TERM 
OF THE ELECTED CONSTABLE WHICH EVER ENDS 
SOONER 

 
Commissioner Garza moved that the appointment of Mr. Javier Reyna Deputy Constables for Precinct No. 

6 be approved, in compliance with the finding that it was necessary to appoint the deputy in order to properly handle 

the business of the Constable’s Office that originates in the Constable’s Precinct and that the appointment be valid 

only through the end of the fiscal year in which the appointment was made or the current term of the Elected 

Constable which ever ends sooner. 

The motion was seconded by Commissioner Benavides and carried unanimously. 
__________________________ 

 
(21) CONSIDERATION AND ACTION FOR THE 

APPOINTMENT OF MR. REYNALDO RAMIREZ 
DEPUTY CONSTABLES FOR PRECINCT NO. 4 IN 
COMPLIANCE WITH THE FINDING THAT IT IS 
NECESSARY TO APPOINT THE DEPUTY IN ORDER 
TO PROPERLY HANDLE THE BUSINESS OF THE 
CONSTABLE’S OFFICE THAT ORIGINATES IN THE 
CONSTABLE’S PRECINCT AND THAT THE 
APPOINTMENT IS VALID ONLY THROUGH THE 
END OF THE FISCAL YEAR IN WHICH THE 
APPOINTMENT IS MADE OR THE CURRENT TERM 
OF THE ELECTED CONSTABLE WHICH EVER ENDS 
SOONER 

 
Upon motion by Commissioner Tamayo, seconded by Commissioner Garza and carried unanimously, the 

appointment of Mr. Reynaldo Ramirez Deputy Constables for Precinct No. 4 was approved, in compliance with the 

finding that it was necessary to appoint the deputy in order to properly handle the business of the Constable’s Office 

that originates in the Constable’s Precinct and that the appointment be valid only through the end of the fiscal year 

in which the appointment was made or the current term of the Elected Constable which ever ends sooner. 
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___________________________ 

TRAVEL ITEMS 
 

(22) CONSIDERATIONS AND AUTHORIZATION TO TRAVEL/OR APPROVAL  OF TRAVEL EXPENSE 
FOR THE FOLLOWING (PLEASE NOTE:  TRAVEL  REQUESTS ARE SUBJECT TO ALL 
APPLICABLE COUNTY POLICIES) 

 
Upon motion by Commissioner Garza, seconded by Commissioner Tamayo and carried unanimously, the 

following “Travel Items” were approved. 

(A) Sheriff’s Department employee to attend “Basic Swat Course Training”, in Bexar County Sheriff’s 
Office, March 21-26, 2004; and 

 
(B) Justice of the Peace Precinct No. 6 to attend a “20-Hour Seminar (Annual) for Justice of the 

Peace”, in Corpus Christi, Texas, March 30, 2004, thru April 2, 2004. 
_____________________________ 

CONSENT ITEMS 
 

ALL ITEMS UNDER THE CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS WERE HEARD COLLECTIVELY UNLESS 
OPPOSITION WAS PRESENTED, IN WHICH CASE THE CONTESTED ITEM WAS CONSIDERED, 
DISCUSSED, AND APPROPRIATE ACTION WAS TAKEN SEPARATELY. 
 
DISCUSSION CONCERNING CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS: 
 
ITEMS NO. 23 & 25: Mrs. Dylbia Jeffries, Contract Attorney, requested that these contracts be 

approved subject to the following changes: the contract with RABA Kistner 
pertaining to deletion of a sentence in paragraph 12 and all of paragraphs 13 and 
15; and the contract with Half & Associates pertaining to paragraphs 5 and 10. 

 
ITEMS NO. 22: Mr. Mark Yates, County Auditor, presented the following late claims: 
 Warrant No. 00113491 thru Warrant No. 00113796 for extra help during the 

elections; Warrant No. 00113806, payable to the Jury Fund, in the amount of 
$3333.00, Warrant No. 00113807, loan to Fund No. 18, in the amount of 
$27,000.00, Warrant No. 00113504, payable to Bank One Equipment Purchase, 
in the amount of $310,000.00 be VOID, and Warrant No. 00113425, payable to 
Tipton Motors.  

 
ITEM NO. 27: Commissioner Garza requested that the word “Draft” be included on the Agenda 

Item language. 
  

Upon motion by Commissioner Tamayo, seconded by Commissioner Garza and carried as follows, the 

“Consent and Travel Items”, were approved, inclusive of the late claims and Nos. 23 & 25 were approved subject to 

changes being made: 

AYE:  Commissioner Benavides, Garza, and Tamayo, 

NAY:  None, 

ABSTAIN; Judge Hinojosa as to Warrant No. 00113393, payable to the Southwest Key 
Program, in the amount of $63,876.77, and Warrant No. 00113185, payable to 
the Laguna Madre Water District, in the amount of $125.89. 

 
(22) APPROVAL OF CLAIMS; 
 The Affidavit Follows: 
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(23) POSSIBLE APPROVAL OF AGREEMENT WITH RABA-KISTNER CONSULTANTS, 
INC. FOR AN ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY; 
The Agreement follows: 

 
(24) POSSIBLE APPROVAL OF LEGAL SERVICES CONTRACT WITH BICKERSTAFF, 

HEATH, SMILEY, POLLAN, KEVER & MCDANIEL, L. L. P. FOR THE REGIONAL 
MOBILITY AUTHORITY; 
The Agreement follows: 
 

(25) AUTHORIZATION TO ENTER INTO A PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN HALFF & ASSOCIATES AND CAMERON COUNTY TO PROVIDE 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR THE DETENTION CENTER ONE 
PROJECT; 
The Agreement follows: 
 

(26) APPROVAL OF THE CAMERON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT’S 
PARTICIPATION IN OPERATION LONE STAR 2004; 

 
(27) APPROVAL OF CAMERON COUNTY VALLEY HEALTH SERVICES DISTRICT 

OPERATING PLAN; 
The Plan follows: 
 

(28) APPROVAL FOR THE CAMERON COUNTY EXPLORER PROGRAM TO USE THE 
COUNTY BUS FOR TRANSPORTATION TO EXPLORER JAMBOREE TO BE HELD 
AT SMITHSVILLE, TEXAS ON APRIL 2-4, 2004; 

 
(29) APPROVAL OF PURCHASE WITHOUT PURCHASE ORDER IN THE AMOUNT OF 

$281.99 TO   ZAJONC CORP; 
 
(30) AUTHORIZATION TO PURCHASE A 4X4 F-450 TRASH COMPACTOR VIA THE 

STATE OF TEXAS – TASB –BUY BOARD-COOPERATIVE PURCHASING 
AGREEMENT FOR THE PARKS SYSTEM; 

 
(31) AUTHORIZATION TO INITIATE THE DRAWING PROCESS ON LETTER OF 

CREDIT FOR B & G ESTATES SUBDIVISION, PRECINCT NO. 4, FOR UNBUILT 
SEPTIC SYSTEMS; 

 
(32) APPROVAL OF A SUBDIVISION CONSTRUCTION AGREEMENT FOR UNBUILT 

SEPTIC SYSTEMS TO COMPLY WITH THE MODEL SUBDIVISION RULES FOR 
PEREZ ESTATES SUBDIVISION, PRECINCT NO. 2; 
The Agreement follows: 
 

(33) AUTHORIZATION TO AWARD THE FOLLOWING BIDS: 
A. DUMP TRUCK & WATER TRUCK – PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT; AND 
B. FOOD:  MEATS – QUARTERLY BID NO. 2170-2. 

 The Tabulation follows: 
 
(34) AUTHORIZATION TO OPEN THE FOLLOWING BIDS/RFP’S  RFQ:  

A. AUTOMOTIVE:  LUBES-OILS-GREASE-ANTIFREEZE-DEGREASERS– 
ANNUAL BID NO. 1993. 

               ___________________________ 

TRAVEL ITEMS  
 

(AT NO DIRECT COST TO GENERAL FUND) 
(35) CONSIDERATIONS AND AUTHORIZATION TO TRAVEL/OR APPROVAL OF TRAVEL EXPENSE 

FOR THE FOLLOWING (PLEASE NOTE:  TRAVEL REQUESTS ARE SUBJECT TO ALL 
APPLICABLE COUNTY POLICIES): 
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(A) Computer Information Officer and Communications Specialist to attend “Etrust Antivirus 
7.0 Detection Course”, Edinburg, Texas, March 29-31, 2004. 

___________________________ 
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(22) APPROVAL OF CLAIMS. 

The Affidavit is as follows: 
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(23) POSSIBLE APPROVAL OF AGREEMENT WITH RABA-KISTNER CONSULTANTS, 
INC. FOR AN ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY. 

 The Agreement is as follows: 
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(24) POSSIBLE APPROVAL OF LEGAL SERVICES CONTRACT WITH BICKERSTAFF, 

HEATH, SMILEY, POLLAN, KEVER & MCDANIEL, L. L. P. FOR THE REGIONAL 
MOBILITY AUTHORITY. 
The Agreement is as follows: 
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(25) AUTHORIZATION TO ENTER INTO A PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN HALFF & ASSOCIATES AND CAMERON COUNTY TO PROVIDE 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR THE DETENTION CENTER ONE 
PROJECT. 
The Agreement is as follows: 
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(27) APPROVAL OF CAMERON COUNTY VALLEY HEALTH SERVICES DISTRICT 

OPERATING PLAN; 
The Plan is as follows: 
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(32) APPROVAL OF A SUBDIVISION CONSTRUCTION AGREEMENT FOR UNBUILT 

SEPTIC SYSTEMS TO COMPLY WITH THE MODEL SUBDIVISION RULES FOR 
PEREZ ESTATES SUBDIVISION, PRECINCT NO. 2. 
The Agreement is as follows: 
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(33) AUTHORIZATION TO AWARD THE FOLLOWING BIDS: 
A. DUMP TRUCK & WATER TRUCK – PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT; AND 
B. FOOD:  MEATS – QUARTERLY BID NO. 2170-2. 

 The Tabulation is as follows: 
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_____________________________________ 

EXECUTIVE SESSION 
 

Upon motion by Commissioner Tamayo, seconded by Commissioner Benavides and carried unanimously, 

the court met in Executive Session at 11:40 A.M. to discuss the following matters:  

(36) EXECUTIVE SESSION: 
 

(a) Confer with Commissioners’ Court Legal Counsel concerning the County’s Solid Waste 
Disposal Program in which the duty of the Attorney to the Governmental Body under the 
Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct of the State Bar of Texas clearly 
conflicts with the Open Meetings Act; pursuant to Vernon Texas Code Annotated 
(V.T.C.A.), Government Code Section 551.071(2). 

 
(b) Confer with Commissioners’ Court Legal Counsel regarding the Cameron County Jail 

System on a matter in which the duty of the Attorney to the Governmental Body Under 
the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct of the State Bar of Texas clearly 
conflicts with this Chapter; pursuant to Vernon Texas Code Annotated (V.T.C.A.), 
Government Code, Section 551.071 (1)(A)&(2). 

 
Upon motion by Commissioner Benavides, seconded by Commissioner Garza and carried unanimously, the 

Court reconvened in Regular Session at 12:02 P.M. to discuss the following matters:  

(37) ACTION RELATIVE TO EXECUTIVE SESSION: 
 

(a) Confer with Commissioners’ Court Legal Counsel concerning the County’s Solid 
Waste Disposal Program in which the duty of the attorney to the Governmental 
Body under the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct of the State Bar of 
Texas clearly conflicts with the Open Meetings Act. 

 
Commissioner Tamayo moved that the Status Report by Legal Counsel be acknowledged. 

The motion was seconded by Commissioner Garza and carried unanimously. 

___________________________ 

(b) Confer with Commissioners’ Court Legal Counsel regarding the Cameron 
County Jail System on a matter in which the duty of the attorney to the 
Governmental Body under the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct 
of the State Bar of Texas clearly conflicts with this Chapter. 

 
Upon motion by Commissioner Garza, seconded by Commissioner Benavides and carried 

unanimously, the Status Report by Legal Counsel and County Judge was acknowledged. 

___________________________ 
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___________________________ 

There being no further business to come before the Court, upon motion by Commissioner Tamayo, 

seconded by Commissioner Benavides and carried unanimously, the meeting was ADJOURNED at  12:04 P.M. 

 
 

APPROVED this 1st day of June 2004. 

 

 
 
 
 

___________________________________                             
GILBERTO HINOJOSA 

COUNTY JUDGE 
 
 
 

ATTEST: 
 
 
 
________________________________________                                                                                      
JOE G. RIVERA, 
COUNTY CLERK AND EX-OFFICIO CLERK 
OF THE COMMISSIONERS’ COURT OF  
CAMERON COUNTY, TEXAS 


